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How to use hemodynamics to assess 

the severity of cardiogenic shock ?



Understanding hemodynamics
= Understanding circulatory equilibrium



Hemodynamics is determined by CE

Equilibrium point

RAP

Cardiac output curve

(Frank-Starling curve)

Venous return curve

Equilibrium point

=Hemodynamics



What is cardiac output curve?
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PV loop shows us how much

the heart can eject the blood in

a cardiac cycle.

Preload

Cardiac function (Ees, EDPVR)

Arterial property (Ea)
×

Preload

Stroke volume

＝ SV=
Ees

Ea+Ees

(Ved-V0)

SV



PV loop to CO curve
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Venous pressure

CO=SV×HR



CO curve 
CO curve＝SV×HR

RAP

Increase cardiac contractility (Ees↑)

Improvement of diastolic function (EDPVR↓)
Decrease arterial resistance（↓R＝Ea↓）
Increase HR

Decrease cardiac contractility（Ees↓）
Worsening of diastolic function (EDPVER↑)
Increase arterial resistance（↑R＝Ea↑）
Decrease HR
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What is venous return?



What is venous return

高

低

Mean circulatory filling pressure

 The fluid flows from high pressure to low

pressure.

Mean circulatory filling pressure (MCFP)

is defined as the pressure after a stop in

cardiac output.

Guyton assumed that the difference of

pressure between MCFP and RAP

generates the venous return.

Experiment showed that decrease in

RAP from MCFP increased venous return.



What is venous return

高
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Volume loading increases the MCFP 

and shifts the venous return upward.



Hemodynamics is determined by CE 
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How does the CS alter circulatory equilibrium?

LVEDP

C
O

※ This graph focus on left heart, for the sake of clarity.

Cardiogenic shock
Decrease in cardiac contractility（Ees↓）
lowers the slope of CO curve.

The equilibrium point shifts to the lower-right.



Forrester classification

PCWP
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※ This graph focus on left heart, for the sake of clarity.

Treating Cardiogenic shock
Moving the equilibrium point to the upper-left.



How to understand two ventricular system

Pulmonary circulation

Systemic  circulation

LHRH

右心 左心

※ This is not the best but acceptable way.
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What is PAPi

𝑃𝑃 ≒
𝑆𝑉

𝐶

𝑃𝐴𝑃𝑖 ∝
𝐶𝑂

𝑅𝐴𝑃

𝐶𝑂 = 𝐻𝑅 ∗ 𝑆𝑉𝑃𝐴𝑃𝑖 =
𝑃𝑃

𝑅𝐴𝑃
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RAP

PAPi indicates

the slope of right CO curve

≒ RV ejection fraction

C=compliance in PA



National cardiogenic shock initiative

Rapidly identify patients with cardiogenic

shock

Measure hemodynamics pre PCI

Use early mechanical support if LVEDP >

15 or cardiac index < 2.2

Revascularization

Measure - Cardiac Power Output (CPO) -

Pulmonary Artery Pulsitility Index (PAPI)

Wean or augment support based on

CPO/PAPI

Minimize Pressors/Inotropes
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CO

CVP PCWP/LVEDPPAPi

LVEF

What can we learn from these parameters?



We can identify the circulatory equilibrium 

CO

Right heart Left heart

CVP PCWP/LVEDPPAPi

LVEF

Right CO determines the VR of left heart 



Finally…

CO

Right heart Left heart

CVP PCWP/LVEDPPAPi

LVEF

Right CO determines the VR of left heart 

Power (W):
(CO×MAP)/451

=CPO

It determines the delivered power to the body.



We see how effective the two-ventricular 
system delivers the power to the body
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Conclusions

 Understanding hemodynamics

= Understanding Guyton’s circulatory equilibrium.

 Every hemodynamic parameters indicate the

effectiveness of two-ventricular system. Thus,

the balance between right and left heart is also

important.

 We need to consider “the voice of body” such as

Lactate, which indicates the sufficiency of given

circulation.



Deep dive into circulatory equilibrium

Guyton’s model is a concept of single heart (RAP-CO relationship).

Dr. Sunagawa established the extended model of circulatory equilibrium.

 In this model, we can consider LAP together with RAP.

 If you learn more, VISIT OUR WEBSITE!


